Student Code of Conduct

Be Kind  Be Responsible
Be Safe  Be Respectful

Every Youth Music Project student:

- Will be respectful of themselves and others.
- Will treat YMP’s musical instruments, equipment, building and grounds with the utmost respect and care.
- Will use only respectful, appropriate, inclusive, and supportive language when addressing YMP fellow students, teachers, volunteers, and staff.
- Will respect and listen to YMP teachers, volunteers and staff.
- Will not engage in any dangerous or inappropriate activities that are harmful to themselves or others.
- Will display appropriate behavior in waiting areas before & after class.
- Will only play or use YMP equipment when directed by YMP instructors and staff.

If the student breaks YMP’s code of conduct, the following will apply:

The instructor will make up to three attempts to redirect and reminders of expectations. If after those attempts, the student is still not following our Code of Conduct, the following protocol will be put into action.

1. Meeting with YMP instructor and administrator and a verbal warning. Administrator calls parent.
2. Meeting with YMP staff and parent/guardian(s) and a written warning for our records.
3. Suspension from the Youth Music Project program.

Serious incidents, particularly those causing harm to others, self, or YMP equipment and space may result in more serious consequences.